UK: What is the vision for Transfer Services? The Office of Transfer Services is committed to providing an optimal transfer experience for students by offering information, referrals, and services which lead to a successful transition to UCF. Transfer Services will assist students in their preparation to transfer to UCF in their transition to the university, and through their progression toward graduation. Through collaboration and partnerships with internal and external constituencies, the office serves as an advocate for transfer students to enhance their academic readiness for undergraduate level coursework and to provide necessary services for a smooth, seamless, and successful transition to the University of Central Florida. The vision for transfer services can be summed up in three words: preparation, transition, and progression.

UK: What are your immediate goals? The first goal is to make sure that students and professionals (whether on campus or at other institutions) know that Transfer Services exists and that we are here to assist students. The office was previously named Community College Relations which was not a true indication of everything we do. Students are more likely to understand that Transfer Services is here to help them than if they see the name Community College Relations. In addition, we want to make sure that all transfer students know we are here to help them and not just community college students. Our second goal is to assist more students who are already here at UCF. We know that students have master of Higher Education, and we want to get on campus and help them to resolve any of the challenges they face in transferring to the university. We have actually had numerous students come to our office and ask for assistance which has been more than in previous years. We want to be able to help more students. My third goal is to assess what the transfer student needs and wants from Transfer Services. As the university changes and grows, I would like to create services geared to the needs of the students. We will be spending some time in the near future talking with students, faculty, and staff to gather information so we can determine what it would take to assist our transfer students.

UK: With over 45,000 students projected in 2010, what are your goals to transition new students? First and foremost, we want to make sure that transfer student are prepared for their academic programs. We will continue to make sure that the community colleges and other institutions know what courses students should take prior to enrolling at UCF. Academic preparation is key to their smooth transition and success. There will be a larger student transfer center for prospective and current students. Plans are already underway to locate our office more in the center of campus and actually have a transfer student resource area staffed by UCF transfer students to serve as “guides” for incoming transfers and current students with issues related to transferring.

UCF: Give SDES your thoughts/philosophy and summary. Transfer students are a significant portion of the student body. Because of the large number of transfer students, we want to be able to provide them the services they need in order to have a smooth transition and successful experience at UCF. The Office of Transfer Services is committed to assisting those students before they arrive at UCF and during their initial term. We are participating in various programming activities on campus to make sure the needs of transfer students are considered. This year we have been involved with Orientation, Welcome Expo, the Senior Year Experience, and the Ethics & Integrity Workshop Series. We also collaborate with other campus units and community colleges to attend various events on their campuses. We are here to make the transition process a seamless one and help students resolve their transfer issues. We want to make a transfer student’s experience a positive and memorable one.

Transfer Services is located at TR469. Tel: 2231 x 8765 Transfer Online: +509 + Customer Hotline: 2231 Website: http://transuc.ucf.edu/
What do you think of the idea of "Who wants to be a Millionaire?"? The Student Financial Services Office (SFA) had their SDEK presentation on February 24th in the SU Cape Florida Ballroom. Nearly 200 people attended the event. Executive Director Mary McKinney opened with a short presentation about the goals and objectives of the SFA office. Pat Ferguson, an Assistant Director in the SFA, showed a video on FIN 101 Awareness and did a short presentation on the financial process that a typical "Who wants to be a Millionaire?" student would go through. To see if everyone was paying attention to the presentation the SFA’s "Who Wants to be a Millionaire?" game. Four different contestants were picked and the students put their "lives" and "pennies" (for the $1 and $2,000 prize) and played the game. All four contestants ended winning a $1,000,000 prize (some with the help of lifelines).
Dispute Resolution Services is holding a “First Timer’s Mediation Training Session” at 8:30am-5pm on March 20 & 21. This 2-day training will teach conflict resolution and mediation skills. If you are interested, please call x3777 to reserve your spot.

Let’s Dance!”
Saturday, March 4 From 8-12pm SU128
Catholic Campus Ministry will host a Mani Gra- themed dance. Tickets are $10 per person and $15 a couple. All proceeds go to the CCM Relay for Life team. (Suggested attire is prom/homecoming)

Student Development and Enrollment Services

The divisional newsletter will be published throughout the year to provide information about SDES.
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International Student and Scholar Services (ISSS)
On January 24, Rapqa Kurdy, Coordinator of ISSS, accompanied the Moroccan Delegation to the Office of Institution of Simulation and Training, CREOL, and other areas on campus. A reception was held for the Delegation at the Barbara Ying Center at 4:00 pm. Dr. Excellency, the Minister of Higher Education, said, “The Delegation was very touched by the warmth of people they met and the great reception.” 65 attendents were included, including 40 Moroccan students who were very generous in bringing Moroccan refreshments and desserts to the event.

Housing Room Assignments Go Automated... with Residential Management System
The Department of Housing and Lifefyle is implementing a new software system that will automate the room assignments. This new system RMS (Residential Management System) was created specifically for housing departments in University settings. In order to better understand this new system, three representatives from the Department attended a workshop held in Raleigh, North Carolina. Kimberly Holt, David Greenberg and Charlie Vito (Florida State University) obtained useful information about this new program, which Housing is implementing.

Spring Break Health Services (SHS) wants to remind students who will be traveling abroad for Spring Break, international studies or vacations to check out the Travel Clinic. SHS medical staff can provide information recommended vaccines, destination specific health risks in the destination country(ies), preventive medications and information on what you should include in your travel kit. Call 823-3850 for appointments. There is no charge to students other than vaccines, if necessary.

Eating Disorders Awareness Week
March 6 - 10
The EDS staff is invited to attend all events. UCF’s Eating Disorders Task Force will feature several events during this year’s Body Smart Week to be held March 7-9.

International Student and Scholar Services (ISSS)
On January 24, Rapqa Kurdy, Coordinator of ISSS, accompanied the Moroccan Delegation to the Office of Institution of Simulation and Training, CREOL, and other areas on campus. A reception was held for the Delegation at the Barbara Ying Center at 4:00 pm. Dr. Excellency, the Minister of Higher Education, said, “The Delegation was very touched by the warmth of people they met and the great reception.” 65 attendents were included, including 40 Moroccan students who were very generous in bringing Moroccan refreshments and desserts to the event.

Housing Room Assignments Go Automated... with Residential Management System
The Department of Housing and Lifefyle is implementing a new software system that will automate the room assignments. This new system RMS (Residential Management System) was created specifically for housing departments in University settings. In order to better understand this new system, three representatives from the Department attended a workshop held in Raleigh, North Carolina. Kimberly Holt, David Greenberg and Charlie Vito (Florida State University) obtained useful information about this new program, which Housing is implementing.

Spring Break Health Services (SHS) wants to remind students who will be traveling abroad for Spring Break, international studies or vacations to check out the Travel Clinic. SHS medical staff can provide information recommended vaccines, destination specific health risks in the destination country(ies), preventive medications and information on what you should include in your travel kit. Call 823-3850 for appointments. There is no charge to students other than vaccines, if necessary.

Answers to SFA Test:
1. Federal and State Aid
2. Expected Family Contribution

UCF Faculty/Staff and on campus vendors are eligible to purchase UCF Recreation Memberships through the Office of Transfer Services. Members are entitled to all UCF student privileges at Activity & Service Fee funded campus recreation facilities during open recreation hours, to participate in intramural sports, and to attend athletic classes. Available facilities include the Famos Campus, swimming pool, racquetball & tennis courts, outdoor tennis courts, ski slopes, outdoor pool, and the Lake Center Recreation Area, which includes various water craft available for check-out. The cost of the membership is $30 per semester, or $75 per year (plus tax). Spouses of Recreation Members are eligible to purchase separate Aerobics Memberships for aerobic classes for the same membership fee. For more information, call Recreational Services at x2408, or visit our website at: http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~rec.

The Office of Transfer Services provides help resources and services that lead to a successful transition to UCF. Transfer Services will assist students in their preparation to transfer to UCF, in their transition to the university, and through their progression toward graduation. Through collaboration and partnerships with internal and external constituencies, the office serves as an advocate for transfer students to enhance their academic readiness for university level coursework and to provide necessary services for a smooth, seamless, and successful transition to the University of Central Florida. The vision for transfer services can be summed up in three words: preparation, transition, and progression.

The Office of Transfer Services is committed to providing an optimal transition for students by offering information, referrals, and services which lead to a significant transition to UCF. Transfer Services will assist students in their preparation to transition to UCF, in their transition to the university, and through their progression toward graduation. Through collaboration and partnerships with internal and external constituencies, the office serves as an advocate for transfer students to enhance their academic readiness for university level coursework and to provide necessary services for a smooth, seamless, and successful transition to the University of Central Florida. The vision for transfer services can be summed up in three words: preparation, transition, and progression.

UC: What is the vision for Transfer Services? The Office of Transfer Services is committed to providing an optimal transition for students by offering information, referrals, and services which lead to a significant transition to UCF. Transfer Services will assist students in their preparation to transition to UCF, in their transition to the university, and through their progression toward graduation. Through collaboration and partnerships with internal and external constituencies, the office serves as an advocate for transfer students to enhance their academic readiness for university level coursework and to provide necessary services for a smooth, seamless, and successful transition to the University of Central Florida. The vision for transfer services can be summed up in three words: preparation, transition, and progression.

What are your immediate goals? The first goal is to make sure that students and professionals (whether on campus or at other institutions) know that Transfer Services exists and that we are here to assist students. The office was previously named Community College Relations which was not a true indication of what we do. Students are more likely to understand that Transfer Services is here to help them than if they see the name Community College Relations. In addition, we want to make sure that all transfer students know we are here to help them and not just community college students. Our second goal is to assist more students who are already here at UCF. We want that students have master of Higher Education students, and we want to help them on campus, students who are interested in pursuing any of the challenges they face in transferring to the university. We have actually had numerous students come to our office and ask for assistance which has been more than in mediation skill training, but also a great concept, and we certainly want to help more students. My third goal is to assess what the transfer student needs and wants from Transfer Services. As the university changes and grows, I would like to create services geared to the needs of the students we serve. We will be spending some time in the near future talking with students, faculty, and staff to gather information so we can determine what we need to assist them in transitioning.

UC: With over 45,000 students projected in 2010, what are your goals to transition new students then? First and foremost, we want to make sure that transfer students are prepared for their academic programs. We will continue to make sure that the community colleges and other institutions know what courses students should take prior to enrolling at UCF. Academic preparation is key to their smooth transition. This year, we will be developing a center at the Transfer Student Center for prospective and current students. Plans are already underway to locate our office more in the center of campus and actually have a transfer student resource area staffed by UCF transfer students to serve as “guides” for incoming transfers and current students with issues related to transferring.

UK: Give SDES your thoughts/philosophy and summary. Transfer students are a significant portion of the university’s population. Because of the large number of transfer students, we want to be able to provide them the services they need in order to have a smooth transition and successful completion. The Office of Transfer Services is committed to assisting those students before they arrive at UCF and during their initial term. We are participating in various programming activities on campus to make sure the needs of transfer students are considered. This year we have been involved in Orientation, Welcome Expo, the Senior Year Experience, and the Ethics & Integrity Workshop Series. We also collaborate with the community colleges with students to attend various functions on their campuses. We are here to help the transition process a seamless one and help students resolve their transfer issues. We want to make a transfer student’s experience a positive and memorable one.

UC: What is the Office of Transfer Services? The Office of Transfer Services is located in the unit of Academic Development and Retention as part of the Division of Student Development and Engagement. We have three full-time staff members, two half-time OES employees, an OES secretary, and three student assistants. Formerly known as Community College Relations, the name of the department was changed at the beginning of this academic year to Transfer Services.

Dr. Mark Poisel
Director of Transfer Services

UK: What is the Office of Transfer Services? The Office of Transfer Services is located in the unit of Academic Development and Retention as part of the Division of Student Development and Engagement. We have three full-time staff members, two half-time OES employees, an OES secretary, and three student assistants. Formerly known as Community College Relations, the name of the department was changed at the beginning of this academic year to Transfer Services.

The Delegation was very touched by the warmth of people they met and the great reception they had at UCF."